Calculation of absorbed energy in the gastrointestinal tract.
One goal of this research was to reproduce the photon specific absorbed fraction calculations of Cristy and Eckerman using their gastrointestinal (GI) tract model. A second goal was to calculate photon specific absorbed fraction values for their GI tract model using electron tracking techniques. A final goal was to calculate electron absorbed fraction values for their GI tract model. This paper summarizes the work performed using the currently accepted model of the GI tract provided by Cristy and Eckerman. Their model was coded into the Electron Gamma Shower 4 (EGS4) computational package for calculation of photon specific absorbed fraction values. To benchmark the initial code, the EGS4 program was run so that all secondary particles deposited their energy at the site of the primary photon interaction (i.e., without electron tracking). The results obtained from these preliminary calculations were compared to those provided by Cristy and Eckerman to verify and benchmark the program. Next, specific absorbed fraction values were calculated for twelve discrete photon energies using the electron tracking capabilities of EGS4. These photon specific absorbed fraction values were compared to those calculated without electron tracking. Finally, absorbed fraction values were calculated for twelve discrete electron energies. The electron absorbed fraction values were compared to those calculated without electron tracking. Finally, absorbed fraction values were calculated for twelve discrete electron energies. The electron absorbed fraction values were compared to the ICRP "one-half assumption" for electron energy deposition in the wall of the GI tract.